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Dedication
This volume is dedicated with great respect and admiration to Professor
Hideyuki Matsumura on the occasion of his sixtieth birthday . The growth and
development of Commutative Algebra in contemporary mathematics owe much
to his influence . These papers are an expression of our gratitude to him . We wish
him a very happy birthday .
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Biography
Hideyuki Matsumura was born on July 29, 1930, in the city of Kogoshima in
southern Japan. His father was an educator who taught mathematics and physics
at middle school .
After studying mathematics at Kagoshima University, Hideyuki Matsumura
went to Kyoto and joined the active group of algebraic geometers which was led
by Yasuo Akizuki and later by Masayoshi Nagata . He received his Ph .D. from
Kyoto University in 1958 and remained there as faculty member until 1968, when
he moved to Nagoya University .
He was also visiting associate professor at Columbia University in 1966/67 and
at Brandeis University in 1967/68, and visiting professor at University of Penn-
sylvania in 1973/74, at Politechnico di Torino in 1974/75 and at Universitat
Miinster in 1977 . He also visited Korea, U.K., Singapore and Romania .
Until 1968 his main research interest was in algebraic geometry ; he studied
Serre cohomologies of algebraic varieties and their behavior under birational
transformations, automorphism groups of algebraic varieties (work with P . Mon-
sky and F. Oort) and formal rational functions (work with H . Hironaka). After he
gave a course on commutative algebra at Brandeis, however, his interest gradual-
ly shifted to this latter subject . He has worked on the theory of excellent rings, on
p-bases and on derivations of commutative rings, among other things .
He has written several books, all of which have been noted for their clarity .
They are:
- Shugo Ron Nyumon (An introduction to Set Theory), Asakura, 1966 .
- Commutative Algebra, Benjamin, New York, 1969 ; 2nd ed ., 1980 .
-Kakan Kan Ron (Commutative Ring Theory), Kyoritsu, 1980; English ed .
(translated by M . Reid and revised by the author), Cambridge University Press,
Cambridge, 1986 .
- Daisugaku (Algebra), Asakura, 1990 .
He has always been active in promoting international exchange . He organized
Taniguchi Symposium on Commutative Algebra, Katata 1981, and helped D .
Buchsbaum and M. Nagata organize US-Japan Joint Seminar on Commutative
Algebra and Combinatorics, Kyoto 1985 . Recently he was chairman of the
organizing committee of International Conference on Commutative Algebra and
Combinatorics, Nagoya 1990, which had 150 participants from 20 countries .
He and his wife Matsuko have three children and one grandchild . He loves
poetry, classical music and mountaineering .
